
Here are some tips and tricks about the NDSC Convention, from registration to attending the 

convention, straight from DSACT members who’ve been to the convention! 

 

1. Register EARLY! If you think you want to pre-conference or do any extra sessions, don’t 

wait. It will fill up FAST!!! 

2. My daughter (8 y/o) was overwhelmed at Kids Camp. She would have been much 

happier in the sessions watching iPad or her dad and I discussed switching off watching 

the kids next time. 

3. Brothers and Sisters conference was great for my 10 year old. She really enjoyed it. I 

can’t speak to older children’s experience, but at ten, she really liked it. 

4. Attend the Friday night dance!!! Even if you don’t dance, go. It was awesome!! 

5. Plan ahead financially and logistically. 

6. Go with friends...make new friends...I saw quite a few couples and groups of moms of 

very young babies attending...there is just a kind, heartfelt energy at the convention. 

Our numbers are growing but it is a small tight knit community. 

7. Join the convention families Facebook group for tips. 

8. Join NDSC and set up an account before registration opens. Participate in the online 

first-time attendee webinar. 

9. Block off time the day registration opens to register and get a hotel reservation in the 

convention hotel. 

10. Be patient with the hotel and travel accommodations. Elevators were crowded, room 

service and parking completely overwhelmed, etc. The convention itself was in our 

experience flawless. 

11. Go! We learned so much, enjoyed being surrounded by others that “get it”, and got to 

ask all our questions to experts in their fields. We wish we had gone when our child was 

younger and hope to make it every 3-4 years from now on. 

12. Kids Club was overwhelming for our daughter (4) so we didn’t get to take advantage of 

that. I’d skip it if you have a kid that doesn’t like things that are loud or too busy. Our 

son (6 years old) loved it. 

13. Ask all your therapists, doctors, and teachers for things, topics, or vendors to watch for. 

Our speech therapist clued me in so I got a big discount on some items we planned to 

buy for therapy. It was also very beneficial for me to go to that lecture and have a much 

better understanding of what I’m doing to help with speech (Talk Tools). 

14. Register first thing in the morning the day it opens to be sure you get everything you 

want.  

15. If it’s your first time, I highly recommend attending alone. There’s so much to absorb 

and take in and the whole thing is a little overwhelming. Don’t worry, you’ll meet new 

people and not be alone, trust me. :)  

16. It costs extra, but registering for a 4-hour pre-conference session is so worth it!!  



17. Order the bound book of power points to already have for the sessions. This way you 

don’t have to take notes somewhere else and then transfer them.  

18. Do the meal plan. It takes a lot of stress off the cost of food and logistics since everyone 

is breaking to eat at the same time.  

19. Be sure to look closely at the icons in the book where the sessions are listed so you 

don’t go to one that may not pertain to you yet or that you have passed that point age 

wise. 

20. Go to the opening night presentation. It was so inspirational! 

21. Take time to see what they call the “exhibits” and break it out over the time your there. 

There are so many great organizations, businesses, etc that you can’t see it all at once.  

22. Make connections with other parents as much as possible. The convention is a great 

opportunity to interact with parents who are facing similar challenges. 

 


